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ABSTRACT 

Mathematical functions designed similar to emotional concepts in order to provide tools for 

emotion-based choice are investigated. Emotions have been treated as a disturbing factor to 

logical assumptions and decisions. Now they are rather treated as a necessity and a 

requirement for agents in complex or not fully graspable situations with complicated or 

concurrent goals. The software of SOCIAL, the 'Simulation Of Consciousness In Artificial Life' 

was developed to provide a research universe for virtual agents named BUGs. The emotion

based models of Affect Logic, Subsumption and Fungus Eater were compared against 2 

randomizing benchmark approaches. To compare success of various routines, agents 

equipped with decision making strategies designed similar to these theoretical approaches 

were tested in predator-prey simulations with limited energy supply. The quantitative aspect 

of survival was measured through experiments. Experiments include three kinds of 

simulations: Simulations where all emotional routines compete inside BUGs of the same type, 

simulations where all types of BUGs are equipped with the same routine, and simulations 

with a mixture of type and emotional routine. The evolutionary concepts of selection and 

mutation were utilized to allow the BUGs to adapt their decision making strategy to the 

current simulation. For simulations run within SOCIAL, the memory based randomizing 

benchmark approach outperforms all sophisticated routines. Complex models of emotional 

choice seem to be not beneficial to virtual agents, but a burden instead. This is probably not 

a general result but limited to the specific experiment setups tested. 
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1 Introduction 

Emotion and mathematics are considered very different if not contrary concepts. Combining 

these concepts seems counterintuitive, but is treated a necessity [Minsky1988] for modern 

decision making and planning. Integrating emotions into functional decision making routines can 

be beneficial in applications where the search space is too large or unpredictable situations and 

events can occur. 

Evolution is the widely accepted way how sophisticated creatures able to survive in and adapt to 

changing habitats have emerged. The two most important aspects of evolution are mutation and 

selection. Mutation applies small changes to the original system and selection discards those 

systems that are not well adapted to their environment. Mutation is typically applied through the 

process of reproduction. Evolution is known as a slow process, taking many generations of 

systems to create significant change. 

1.1 Problem Overview 

This thesis is indicated to integrate emotion-based decision making models derived from 

analyzing human behavior into simulated creatures in an artificial life environment. A Predator

Prey environment providing unpredictable circumstances in food supply and competition is used 

to examine the functionality of these emotion-based routines. The Predator-Prey environment 

uses one resource and three types of creatures, named 'Grass', 'Sheep' and 'Wolf. The survival 
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of these creatures relies upon each other, as Grass provides the food source for Sheep and Sheep 

provides the food source for Wolves. Experiments have been conducted providing various 

decision making routines to all kinds of creatures. 

This thesis investigates whether emotion can provide a useful tool to ensure survival in dynamic 

and not fully graspable environments. 

1.2 Outline 

Background 

The basic mathematical principles of Predator-Prey relationships and the concept of food chains 

and food webs are introduced. The software SOCIAL [Horton2010] is described. SOCIAL was 

developed and used to provide graph-based universes for artificial life applications. 

Simulated Emotions 

Three different emotion-based concepts for decision making routines and their adaptions into 

SOCIAL get described in this section. These concepts are Subsumption [Brooks1986], a rather 

simple hierarchical rule set; Affect Logic [Ciompi2008], where emotion and cognition are 

constantly interacting and Fungus Eater [Toda1982], where a logical part and an emotional part 

work together to ensure survival. These models are benchmarked against two Randomizing 
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approaches, where both Randomizing approaches do not utilize cognition, but the more advanced 

one features memory. 

Experiments 

Various types of experiments have been carried out to test emotional concept in an artificial life 

universe. These experiments include competing for a shared resource or trying to hunt down or 

outrun each other. In Single-Type experiments all creatures are equipped with the same type of 

'brain', where in Mixed-Type experiments creatures with different types of 'brain' compete. These 

experiments are indicated to show if the various approaches work in the various levels of the 

predator-prey relationships. The goal of Competitive experiments was establishing a ranking, 

determining which approach works best. Each experimental result is visualized and briefly 

discussed. 

Conclusions 

Experimental Results are discussed on a general level for the whole set of experiments. The 

major conclusions are that lower level creatures can make better use of the simpler concept and 

memory-based randomness seems superior for all kinds of creatures. This might be due to the 

graph structure and the concept of sensors used in SOCIAL. 
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2. Background 

2.1 Mind and Materialism 

Psychoanalysis is the investigation of mental processes. [Freud, 1923, p. 235). Psychoanalysis is 

used to incorporate subjectivity into natural science [Dietrich2010]. Psychoanalysis represents a 

theory of the development and functioning of mental processes based on clinical observations. 

This thesis tries to utilize mathematical functions designed according to psychoanalytical research 

to provide emotion-based decision making routines to virtual creatures. The project of SOCIAL 

[Horton2010] intends to provide a tool to model these mental processes summarized as "mind" 

in a virtual, computer-processable environment and to understand patterns evolved in nature. 

The feasibility of such a project is questioned among the scientific community. There are two 

viewpoints to the mind-body problem identified by Descartes [Descartes1637]: Dualists claim 

that the human mind exists by its own and cannot be attached to a physical substance of the body 

[Wittgenstein1921] or the purpose-driven simulation of a mind is not comparable to a mind itself 

[Searle1980], whilst materialists hold the notion that the mind is nothing more than the 

phenomenon of the processing occurring inside the brain. In excess of the materialistic viewpoint 

of the mind-body problem, computer pioneer Zuse proposed that all relationships in the universe 

are discrete digital calculations [Zuse1969]. 
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Freud initially claimed modeling the mind will be quickly solved [Freud, 1926e, p. 194]. von 

Braitenberg sketched a way to a conscious artificial creature named vehicle [v.Braitenberg1984]. 

Fodor [Fodor1983] and Hobson [Hobson1999] proposed that consciousness is made of a variety 

of constituents grouped into input sources, assimilating processes and output actions. Hoya, 

though questioning his own success, described an extensive hardware model to the input-output 

machine of the mind [Hoya2005]. Sloman modeled the mind with an architecture based theory 

distinguishing between various levels of emotions [S1oman2001] [S1oman2002]. In contrast to 

these approaches, Swiatczak claims the internal representations of an individual mental life 

cannot be implemented by a computer. [Swiatczak2010] Despite the huge amount of research 

put into establishing or disproving the computational theory of mind, neither a widely accepted 

model nor a commonly accepted obstacle has been agreed on. This thesis is written in the spirit 

of a materialistic viewpoint. 

2.2 Emotions in Artificial Life 

Artificial life studies the logic of living systems in artificial environments. The goal of artificial life 

is to study the phenomena of living systems in order to come to an understanding of the complex 

information processing that defines such systems, to investigate emergent behavior, the 

foundations of life and intelligence. In bottom-up approaches summarized as agent-based 

modeling, agents interact with each other on a local level creating global and emergent behavior, 

yielding complex structures and demonstrating some aspects believed to be conscious or 

intelligent. A key aspect of intelligent behavior, both for humans as for simulated agents, is 
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decision making. A key to decision making routines [Minsky1988][Sloman1981], though for 

decades believed to be an additional problem typically left aside than a necessity, is emotion. 

Artificial life has to abstract from various aspects of real life both in detail complexity as in 

functionality. The need for abstraction is a fundamental issue that cannot be resolved. Faster, 

more or differently working computers, with more sophisticated software, more well-defined 

models or methodologies and more advanced hardware can lower the level of abstraction, but 

never fully overcome the need to abstract. Any kind of computer-based simulation of a virtual 

environment used in artificial life cannot be beyond functional calculations [Turing36], neither for 

any decision making approach which are basically problems of search nor for the universe itself. 

Thus, emotions, cognition, behavior and in the long run machine consciousness can only be 

simulated on a computer, but never be implemented in a fashion similar to real-life. 

Emotions in this thesis are considered as well a reason for taking actions as an outcome of 

performing actions. Darwin [Darwin1872] [Ekman2003] claims human expressions, particularly 

facial expressions, are linked with emotional states and are genetically determined and thus not 

learned through experience. He believes they are derived from purposeful animal actions. The 

two-factor theory of emotion by Schachter and Singer states that emotion is a function of both 

cognitive factors and physiological arousal [Schachter1966]. Scherer [Scherer1997] models a 

cognitive appraisal theory distinguishing between 5 stimulus evaluation checks. Steunebrink 

introduced the notion of emotions as heuristic [Steunebrink2010]. Throughout this thesis 

emotions will be treated a tool for heuristic choice in simulated creatures. 
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2.3 Predator-Prey relationships 

Predator-Prey relationships form a highly dynamic and to some extend chaotic environment. The 

constantly changing and almost not predictable situations for individual agents within Predator

Prey relationships force those agents to develop a sophisticated behavior to ensure survival. The 

main aspect of behavior is the need to hunt down prey and outrun predators. Predator-Prey 

relationships were chosen as environment to test and compare the emotion-based routines that 

will be investigated. 

2.3.1 Lotka-Voltarra Equations 

Predator-Prey relationships have been researched for centuries [Bruckner1767] [Bruckner1769] 

[Garve1769]. Predator-Prey simulations are a well-researched field within computer science and 

mathematics. Predator-Predator-Prey simulations are not as common in computer science, but 

deeply investigated by biologists for all kinds of creatures. The population dynamics of predator

prey relationships has first been described by Alfred James Lotka and Vito Voltarra, who 

developed independently of each other a set of differential equations known as Lotka-Voltarra 

model. The equations model the quantitative aspects of population dynamics and interspecific 

relations (Figure 2.1): 

dx 
-=x(a-{Jy) 
dt 

dy - = -y (y- ox) 
dt 

Figure 2.1: The Lotka-Voltarra equations 
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These differential equations formulate the basic principles of species interaction. 'y' is the 

number of some predator, 'x' is the number of prey,'t' represents the time, 'a', '8', 'v' and '6' 

are constants representing the interaction of the two species. 

dx 

dt 
and dy represent the growth of the population over time. 

dt 

As differential equations are used, the solution is deterministic and continuous. This implies that 

the generations of both the predator and prey are continually overlapping. In our simulation 

simulated creatures are not continuous, but discrete. The stable equilibrium of predator and prey 

possible in theory is not possible in SOCIAL experiments. Differing further from our simulations, 

the prey are assumed to have an unlimited food supply, and to reproduce exponentially unless 

subject to predation. Reproduction happens continuously and implicitly in the Lotka-Voltarra 

model, but is an active choice of the reproducing creature in the experiments discussed. Lotka

Voltarra equations can only provide an approximation to our experiments, but are commonly 

used to describe population dynamics. A solution to the Lotka-Voltarra equations is visualized 

below: 

-prey 
-predators 

tlrnt 

Figure 2.2: Visualization of the Lotka-Voltarra equations 
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Statistical data collected by the Hudson Bay Company reveals the same pattern, though disturbed 

through a variety of factors unaccounted by theory such as climate change or limited resource 

availability and does not show living creatures but those trapped by humans (Figure2.2): 
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Figure 2.3: Amount of furs delivered to Hudson Bay Company by Trappers shows a pattern 
similar to Lotka-Voltarra cycles, redrawn from [Maclulich1937]. 

The Lotka-Voltarra predator-prey model was initially proposed by Alfred J. Lotka in 1910 

[Lotka1910] [Goel1971]. In 1920 Lotka extended the model to "organic systems" using a plant 

species and a herbivorous animal species as an example and in 1925 he utilized the equations to 

analyze predator-prey interactions in his book on biomathematics arriving at the equations that 

we know today. Vito Voltarra, who made a statistical analysis of fish catches in the Adriatic, 

independently investigated the equations [Voltarra 1926]. 
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2.3.2 Lotka-Voltarra Rules 

The Lotka-Voltarra equations have led to 3 widely referenced Lotka-Voltarra rules: 

Periodic Population Dynamics: 

The population of both predator and prey grow and decline periodically, with the predator 

population peaking later in time as the prey. 

The periodic repetition of population size is fundamental to population dynamics. Similar 

situations in terms of both population and resources available will re-occur over and over again. 

II Constant Average Values: 

Averaging the number of living creatures converges to stable numbers. This population size 

average is only affected by growth and decline rates, but not by initial conditions. 

Ill Outer Impact Rule: 

Lowering both numbers of predators and prey leads to a short period where predator population 

declines, but prey population rises. These numbers will average out again after some periods 

following rule 2. 
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Lowering the numbers of any kind of creature but not the other does not affect the population 

dynamics in the long run, as a lower number of prey leads to a decline in predator population 

and a _lower number of predators allow more prey to live, enlargening the food base for 

predators and leading to predator number rising again. 

These rules are only perfectly true in theory. In real life applications food chains are typically food 

webs, other creatures than the two investigated populate the same ecosystem and compete for 

resources available, outer change (climate, weather, nature) disturbs the system, and a 

consumable resource for the prey is not available in an unlimited amount. For real life applications 

in biology, Lotka-Voltarra rules still supply a good approximation and are commonly used. For our 

system and the experiments carried out, Lotka-Voltarra provides an approximation as well. 

2.4 Ecosystems 

2.4.1 Food chains, Food webs and Ecosystems 

The theoretic results obtained by Lotka and Voltarra and their various reproductions in 

simulations and biological experiments are based upon the relation of 1 type of predator to 1 type 

of prey. In real life this 1-1 relationship is not given, but prey is typically serving as food source 

for various types of predators and predators are typically consuming various types of prey. The 

hierarchy of most of the systems has a length greater than 1. This is named a food web instead of 

a food chain. Dynamics in creature prosperity inside food webs is not only affected by the 
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currently living number of respective predators and prey creatures, but outer impacts such as 

weather conditions, seasonal change and the availability of abiotic components like air, water, 

mineral soil, sunlight regulates the food web as well. Where in real life ecosystems disturbance 

within a biotic factors is a reason for the diversity in creature evolution [Pringle1979][Mock2007], 

in our simulations disturbance can only serve a role as additional problem the agents have to solve 

through adapted behavior and routines or as mechanism to force the evolutionary process of 

selection. 

In any ecosystem found on earth the maximal length of a food chain inside a food web, thus the 

number of creatures basing their existence upon another, seems to be no greater than 5. 

[Elton1927][Van der Zanden1999] According to Elton, this is mainly due to energy loss inside all 

systems. Most predators can metabolize no more than 10 % of the energy of the lower lever 

creature, with smaller ratios down to 1 % being common. The energy metabolized by plants 

through photosynthesis of sunlight is typically even smaller. 

The limitation to 5 metabolizing levels is not of theoretic nature, but due to constraints found on 

earth. This number might be different on bigger planets with more energy input or with creatures 

metabolizing thermal energy. 

The energy used to sustain a real-life creature roughly follows Kleiber's Law. 
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Figure 2.4: Kleiber's Law illustrates the metabolic energy consumption is linearly dependent on 

the body size in various lifefoms; taken from [Kleiber1947]. 

Kleiber [Kleiber1947] concluded that the% power of body weight was the most reliable basis for 

predicting the basal metabolic rate (BMR) of animals and for comparing nutrient requirements 

among animals of different size. He also provided the basis for the conclusion that total efficiency 

of energy utilization is independent of body size. 

With the number of individuals decreasing to the top of the ecological pyramid, decision making 

powers typically increase. On the long-term hunt for consciousness creatures on top or at least in 

high levels of the food chain propose a greater chance of being beneficial than lower life forms. 
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In contrast to this, predator-free herbivores like elephants have developed a broad variety of 

cooperation skills. 

Our simulation currently abstracts from this. Creatures of all levels are treated similarly, possibly 

providing the same decision making powers to all, not making creatures pay a price to sustain 

them and having the same fixed cost for performed powers regardless of position in the food 

chain or any other factor. To make our experimental results fit real life observations better, these 

ideas might need to be taken into account. 

2.5 SOCIAL 

The SOCIAL ('S'imulation 'O'f 'C'onsciousness 'l'n 'A'rtificial 'L'ife) software client [Horton2010] 

has been developed and used to run the experiments discussed. SOCIAL is a java application built 

to run artificial life simulations within graph-based universes. SOCIAL can feature arbitrarily 

connected graphs where virtual creatures named bugs ('B'eings whose 'U'niverse is a 'G'raph) can 

populate nodes and travel to other nodes using edges. Nodes can be inhabited by different bugs 

the same time, with a limit specified for each experiment. SOCIAL can distinguish between various 

types of bugs, particularly between predators and prey. Types of bugs can differ in executable 

powers available, in decision making routines used to determine the next power to execute and 

in sensors available to acquire information from the graph. Different types of bugs can have 

different versions of powers, decision making routines and sensors with properties differing. 
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Nodes are distinct and separated places that can contain resources and bugs. Each node has 

limitations about how many resources and bugs can be in the node at the same point in time. 

Simulations provide an initial distribution of bugs and resources. Bugs can be added to nodes 

through move or procreation and leave nodes through move or dying. Resources are added 

constantly through replenishment and can be removed through a bug executing a power. A 

screenshot of SOCIAL running an experiment visualizing the graph and its current population can 

be seen here: 

500 1000 

BUG T'/ll • ~heop 
- eUGl"Vl!ewotl 

euGTY11e1n,., 

JavaOraw Options 
General Ot1ptav Options 

Figure 2.5: SOCIAL at work. 

Bugs can perform actions through the execution of various powers. The execution of powers costs 

resources, typically energy, and can fail if the bug does not have sufficient resources available. 

Some powers can refill the bug's internal resource storage. Some powers require another bug to 

be executed successfully. Powers are executed instantly and do need neither preparation nor 

execution time. Bugs are allowed to execution one power at a time and are repeatedly asked to 

execute a power in the same order throughout the simulation. 
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SOCIAL uses the evolutionary concepts of mutation and selection. Creatures can die for various 

reasons, including lack of resources, slain by the power 'fight', eaten by the power 'consume' or 

suicides by the power 'die'. Creatures can procreate through the power 'reproduce'. Successful 

reproduction creates exactly one offspring, a mutated copy of the reproducing creature. Mutation 

is applied to the decision making routine potentially leading to different behavior of the offspring. 

Mutation is not applied to powers or sensors. 

Bugs can move through the graph using the powers of 'move' and 'turn'. Bugs can acquire the 

resource 'energy' from its current node through 'eat' or from a creature of specified type through 

'consume'. Bugs can choose to idle through 'sleep'. All powers incur a power specific cost, an 

amount of resources deducted from the bug upon execution. The power specific cost can be 

chosen by the experimenter upfront and is not subject to evolution. Not all types of bugs have all 

powers available, in particular prey intakes energy through from the node through 'eat' and 

predator intake energy from other bugs through 'consume'. The list of powers available can be 

limited individually for each experiment and powers can be configured differently for each 

experiment as well. 

Information from the graph can be acquired by the bugs through reading sensors. Sensors include 

sensors that scan for resources and sensors that scan for other bugs. All sensors have a range, 

internal, current, facing or adjacent, retrieving information from the specified sources. Decision 

making processes are not required to utilize sensor input to determine the next executed power, 
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but all emotion-based routines discussed in this thesis do. Sensors do not return the precise value 

sensed, but an enumerator type instead, forcing the sensor to simplify its return value into the 

categories none, very low, low, average, high, very high. Sensors sensing through a collection of 

nodes do not distinguish where the sensed properties are precisely located and do not provide 

such information to the decision making routine. This can to some extend be computed by 

comparing sensors of various ranges. 

Bugs are currently unable to store memories other than the structure of their decision making 

routine. They do not keep track of a list of actions they performed, of the places they have been 

to, other bugs they encountered or the sensor reading they acquired. Bugs can plan their moves 

in advance if the decision making methodology is programmed in such fashion. This can be viewed 

as some kind of memory, but the list of actions intended to be done is not used as input for later 

adaptions of the plan and all plans are discarded once a new plan is put up. In addition to 

mutational changes passed to its offspring, bugs can also apply the same changing method to 

themselves. This is named learning. 
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3 Simulating Emotions 

Simulated emotions in SOCIAL are mathematical functions utilized in decision making. Simulated 

emotions are intended to represent real life emotions, such as hunger, fear or pain, but indeed 

are nothing more than hard coded methods of program code. Simulated emotions do not attempt 

to model every aspect of emotional behavior humans can show, but are viewed throughout this 

thesis as "complex tool for survival" [Damasio1999]. Their purpose is to enhance performance in 

virtual environments. Whenever throughout this thesis the word emotion is used, it refers to this 

working definition: 

An "emotion" is a heuristic used in decision making routines when situations not fully graspable 

or outcomes are not computable through formal logic."[Steunebrink2010] 

This definition covers simulated emotions as well as real-life emotions with respect to deciding 

problems. Strictly spoken, playing E2-E4 as opening move in chess would be considered an 

emotion-based heuristic choice as there is no computationally feasible approach to determine a 

winning chess opening move or strategy in general. 

The emotion-based decision making routines of Subsumption, Fungus Eater and Affect Logic have 

been investigated and compared. Two random-based cognition-free approaches have been used 

as benchmarks. All emotion based models are deterministic, thus provided the same sensor 
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readings to the same bug it will always draw the same conclusion and perform the same actions. 

All emotion based routines have some kind of memory, which is modeled in the structure of the 

brain. There is no memory stored other than this, particularly no comparison between the current 

situation the bug is in and situations the bug experienced before is done by any of the approaches. 

The two benchmark approaches discussed are probabilistic and might choose different actions if 

put into the same situation again. They feature memory as brain structure as well, where the less 

sophisticated one cannot adapt its brain and thus is forced to use the same memory for all bugs 

in every experiment. All emotion based models use sensor input to decide what to perform next 

while both the benchmarking approaches do not use sensor input and simply roll a dice. 
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3.1 Simulating Emotions: Subsumption Architecture 

3.1.1 Model 

Invented by Richard Brooks [Brooks1986] in the mid-eighties, 

the Subsumption architecture successfully challenged the by 

then state of the art idea of sense-plan-act. 

The Subsumption architecture is a circular process that features 

a hierarchy of either actions or goals linked to the sensor data 

space (Figure 3.1.1). The first/highest goal linked to current 

sensor readings gets executed and all other possible actions are 

not considered. Whenever sensor readings are updated, the 

next action to execute gets computed. We treat each layer in 

sense 

the Subsumption architecture as an emotion. The Subsumption Figure 3.1.1: A sample 
Subsumption model scheme. 

Architecture is commonly visualized in flowchart form. Evolution Starting with updating sensor on 
top, the routine evaluates the 

for Subsumption modifies an emotion by either modifying its clauses on the left hand side, 
executes the action assigned to 

clause or its action or modifies the entire thing by adding or the first clause true and repeats. 
A human might name the 

dropping an emotion or changing the position inside the emotions in the sample 'hunger' 

and 'fear'. 
hierarchy. 
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This approach to modeling behavior is the most simple among the ones discussed here. The major 

benefit of the Subsumption architecture at the time of its invention, when computational power 

especially on autonomously moving robots was fairly low, was that robots were moving and acting 

constantly, while robots using sense-plan-act used very long timespans for the planning phase, 

sitting around without acting. The problem of coming up with decisions quickly does apply to our 

bugs in larger universes were numerous bugs have to be processed. 

The layered architecture of behaviors is somewhat similar to Maslov's hierarchy of needs 

[Maslov1943] [Maslov1954]. All actions possible for bugs so far are on the lowest two levels, thus 

either physiological or safety concerns. 

sleep anycase actuallzatlon 

reproduce 
esteem If possible 

eat If 
food available belonging 

move If 
cell deserted safety 

sensors eat If 
enern low sensors 

physlologlcal actuators 

Figure 3.1.2: Subsumption Architecture (left) compared to the hierarchy of needs by Maslov 
(right) 
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3.1.2 Subsumption BUGs 

In SOCIAL, Subsumption BUGs are given a set of sensors and a list of rules in total order. When 

the simulation calls the bug to perform an action, sensor readings are updated and list of rules is 

searched for the first rule with its condition true. The action assigned to this rule gets executed, 

if no rule is true a default action gets chosen. The set of sensors is fixed for all bugs to ensure 

comparable results. 5 to 20 rules are randomized upon the initial setup of the simulation and 

mutated when passed to an offspring. Mutation includes the possibilities to create of a new 

random rule, modify an existing one, swap position of two rules, pick a new default action or drop 

a rule from the list if there is at least two remaining. 

The decision making method of the Subsumption BUGs can be seen below (Figure 3.1.3): 

@~ e rride 
public Powe r ma ke De c _3 n () { 

for(R er e: rule!! } 
{ 

r . e. pdate (); t ' this wil1 update the ~ensors 
if( r u e.isTrue ()) // r~le 3 tr e when clau3e is true 
{ 

if (allowLearn) { 
if(buq .nex t oub e ( ) < randLearn ) 

m tate O; 

return r e.getPower (); 

} // this gets exec ted when nor le is true 

if( allowLearn ) { 
if(bug . e.xtDo e ( ) < rand.Learn ) 

mutate () ; 

return de~aultAct1on; 

Figure 3.1.3: Subsumption Brain class decision making Power. For efficiency reasons the update 
of the sensors is not executed completely initially, but only those attached to the currently 

investigated rule are updated. This code implements (Figure 3.1.1). 
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3.2 Simulating Emotions: Fungus Eater 

3.2.1 Model 

The Fungus Eater sketched by Japanese psychologist Toda is an autonomous robot designed to 

mine uranium ore on the fictional moon Toras. Invented originally as psychological scene for a 

study on humans, Toda later described a model for an autonomous fungus eater. Todas "intention 

is to demonstrate that a group of experimental humanoid robots, sent to some biologically wild 

environment, would have to be programmed to be more emotional than intellectual in order to 

survive there." [Toda1982, p. 130] The Fungus Eater can perform various macro-like actions on a 

fairly high level of abstraction, e.g. move, mine, consume, search or think. All actions cost energy, 

of which the Fungus Eater can only hold a limited capacity. The way to refill its energy storage is 

eating wild living fungus, an arbitrarily scattered consumable resource. The model ofToda knows 

dynamic changes in the universe {rainfall and day/night cycles) and the people whose way of 

directing the robot were studies were falsely told an unknown number of competing robots are 

concurrently operating inside the same simulation. The model described by Toda is inspired by 

the way the candidates in his simulation tried to solve the mining task. 

In order to execute its task, the fungus eater robot is given a plan and a set of urges, pre-defined 

subroutines for vital concerns. Both the plan-based behavior and the urge-based routines run in 

parallel with the robot executing its usual plan when there is no urge present, but follow a pre-
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defined subroutine when an urge appears. This is intended to model human behavior. Toda points 

out that the human mind does a variety of things in parallel, especially subconscious survival 

routines that get activated only if necessary. Believing in the necessity to separate logical from 

emotional behavior, Toda modeled the plan to cover the conscious ideas of reason and logic. 

Urges are designed to be the subconscious and emotional part of human decision making 

routines. 

The concepts of routine and urge and their relationship is visualized in Figure 3.2.1: 

pre-defined routine 

put down ff!lr:t.!. •. 

1'. II' 
move - --

sensor Independent 
goal driven 
goal: mine ore 

urge system 

sensor dependent 
event driven 
goal: survive 

Figure 3.2.1: Fungus Eater decision making approach links the two concepts of routine and urge. 
The cognition-free part on the left hand side is the usual routine that gets repeatedly executed. 
If the sensors detect an urge demanding instant actions the routine gets stopped and the action 

or plan attached to the urge gets executed instead. Note that the goal of mining ore does not 
exist in SOCIAL. 
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3.2.2 Fungus Eater BUGs 

The Fungus Eater methodology has been added to SOCIAL. The Plan is represented as a repeating 

cycle of actions, starting over again when reaching its end. Urges are technically a triple (trigger, 

routine, priority) where the trigger is a logical or sensible condition and a routine is a finite length 

sequence of actions. If more than one urge is present, the urge with highest priority overrules all 

other urges. [Toda1982] 

Toda does not mention evolution. The fungus eater as described in his book does not use 

reproduction, mutation or selection in any way, which all would be a necessity for evolution at 

work. The decision making and behavior patterns sketched in his book are based upon analysis of 

the human test persons playing around directing a simulated fungus eater. 

However, in SOCIAL bugs provided with the fungus eater method for their decision making can 

actively choose to reproduce and both the plan and the urges are subject to evolutionary change. 

The graphs currently available in SOCIAL do not feature dynamic change. However, integrating 

this would not affect the principles of fungus eater decision making, but most likely the outcome 

of evolution. Actions can be added to the plan, dropped from the plan and moved up or down 

inside the plan. Urges can be added new, removed or modified. When modified, any component 

of the urge can change. The routine can be modified the same way as the plan, the priority can 

be increased or decreased and the condition can modify its cognitive component, its logical 

operator inside or the threshold for activation. 
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The decision making method of the Subsumption BUGs can be seen in Figure 3.2.2: 

pnbl1c Power makeDecision () 

~or (Sen~or s: sensors ) 
s.se sea e () ; } // t..~1$ 111 update the sensors 

int c rre tH1erarc 
rge c rrentUrge = null ; 

!or ( rge :urges ) { 

} } } 

if( .getR e () . s r e t)){ cnec inq all arges 
if t .getHierarcil.y () >cur~entttiera c ) { -, deternu.n1ng highest ~rqe 

rrentH erarch 
c rre t rge = 

.getHierarchy () ; 

i:f (curre t rge ! ·= null) { , 
if (bug .next ouble () >0.9 

rge present 

:mi tate ) ; 
return currentUrge.getR e().getPower (} ; ' / return what the rge demands 

else if (currentPlan .size (}! =O ){ , no urge present 
Action p = currentPlan .remove ( ) ; / / take action from routine 
if (b g .nextDoub e t) >0 .9 ) 

mu tate () ; 
return p; 

else if (currentPlan . s ze () = = ) { / / no urge and err.pty rou-cine 
for (Actio a: p an) 1 fil routine again 

current Plan . add (a.) ; 

Action p = currentPlan .remove (O) ; / / take newly put in action 
1f (bug .nextDouble () >0.9 ) 

mutate () ; 
return p; } 

return actions .get (O) ; ,/th1B ~· au d never be reached 

Figure 3.2.2: Fungus Eater Brain class decision making Power. This code implements (Figure 
3.2.1). 
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3.3 Simulating Emotions: Affect Logic 

3.3.1 Model 

Developed by Martin Baatz and Luc Ciampi, Affect Sim is a multiagent simulation where agent 

behavior is based upon affects. Affects are the key elements in Affect Logic .. Derived originally 

from schizophrenia analysis, Baatz and Ciampi describe affect logic as "an interdisciplinary 

valuable meta-theory on interactions between emotion and cognition"[Ciompi2008]. This thesis 

focuses on utilizing affects for emotion-based decision making. 

The term affect is used as an umbrella-notion which covers all kinds of overlapping emotion-like 

phenomena variably called emotions, feelings, affects, moods etc. An affect in this sense is a 

global psycho-somatic state corresponding to a specific goal-directed pattern of energy 

consumption. It can both be short or long-lasting, weak or intense, conscious or unconscious. 

Affects in the above sense are energetic phenomena deeply rooted in evolution. They originate 

in situation-specific goal-directed patterns of energy consumption, developed by evolutionary 

selection in relation to specific perceptions and survival-relevant behaviors such as flight or fight, 

food-intake, socialization, sexuality, experience of loss, etc. 

Affect and cognition are circularly interacting in all mental activities. Specific emotions (e.g. fear, 

rage, joy) are triggered by situation-specific cognitions (e.g. by the perception of a dangerous or 
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rewarding object), and cognition is, in turn, strongly influenced by the prevailing emotion. Baatz 

and Ciampi claim that this circular dependency is a necessity for survival, reducing cognitive and 

computational complexity to overcome dangerous situations. 

An affect can be seen as a motivation, demanding the execution of a streak of actions if present. 

This is very similar to urges in the fungus eater approach. 

3.3.2 Affect Sim 

Affect Logic is implemented by the developers of Affect Logic in the Affect Sim software. However, 

crucial aspects of Affect Logic are not modeled in Affect Sim. Evolution is not utilized to find a 

good structure for brain-internal representations and the various different scopes affect logic 

provides in theory are not tackled in any way. 

Changing the structure of a creature, a process, a model or a function is mandatory to obtain 

evolution, distinguishing it from pure learning strategies utilized in neural nets or genetic 

algorithms. From a technical perspective, simulating evolution will always come with limitations 

a real world process doesn't have, leading to logic machine evolution being less powerful and 

more predictable. Affect Sim provides a decision making scheme on the level of the individual 

agent that is supposed to be subject to evolutionary change, but indeed is not. Evolution can 

adapt 10 so called genes. There is one gene for each mode the agent can be in food mode, 

predator mode, fellow-agent mode and exploratory mode. There are four genes handling 
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perception, one code for speed and one for direction of movement, two of them linking 

perception range and movement speed. Two others code the dominant food intake mechanism. 

Affect Sim cannot change the model of its brain, thus is unable to remove or add genes or brain 

modes. The brain modes have not evolved, but are superimposed without further explanation. 

This contradicts the affect logic postulate that "affects are deeply rooted in evolution." 

[Ciompi2008] Baatz and Ciompi do not provide arguments for the choice of these four modes. 

Behavior is determined by the nearest dominant focus of perception. This is an extremely simple 

approach contradictory to the Affect Logic postulate that "cognition and affect are circular 

interacting constantly." While simplicity is considered an asset and perfection is reached when 

you can't leave anything more out, there is no evidence that limiting the possibilities of perception 

to such a simple mechanism proves useful or even necessary. 

Reproduction is implemented asexually, thus creatures have exactly one parent. Reproduction 

occurs in fixed intervals; every life agent emits a number of offspring into its vicinity at given points 

in the execution of the program. The reproduction mechanism is not subject to evolution, but 

utilizes evolution to apply mutations to all genes. Reproduction does not invoke any kind of cost 

to the parental animat and does not split its energy stored, but creates offspring provided with 

some initial amount of energy. 
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Animats in Affect Sim can only sense, move and eat. they reproduce automatically, don't need to 

turn, never sleep or idle and the universe inside the simulation does not feature any object apart 

from animats and food and thus no further actions that can be taken. There is no evolving decision 

making strategy involved in Affect Sim. All animats follow the same routine at every point in time: 

cognition - switching mode - motion. In the phase of cognition, the agent screens its vicinity in 

order to detect the nearest objects and takes one of these objects into its focus of attention. It 

then changes the mode accordingly, while each focus has a mode assigned: 

dominant object 

tracked: 

mode chosen: 

food predator other animat 

food predator fellow-agent 

Table 3.1: dominant objects and modes in Affect Sim. 

nothing 

exploratory 

As final step, the motion routine assigned to the chosen mode gets executed, where animats can 

either move towards or away from its focus or move arbitrarily in exploratory mode [Ciompi2008]. 

3.3.3 Affect Logic BUGS 

Affect Logic cannot be implemented in SOCIAL exactly the way as in Affect Sim. Affect Sim works 

on a planar universe, but SOCIAL on arbitrary graphs. There is no direct expression for step size 

and a different concept of direction; there are no distinct nodes in Affect Sim. The genes that code 

step size have been left aside and the direction "away from" any object leads to turning and 
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moving, where various graph shapes can in some positions result in moving away from objects 

proving to be impossible. 

Similar to Affect Sim, each mode triggers its own pattern of energy consumption, a sequence of 

actions to be performed in case the mode is present. The perception depth gene counts objects 

near the creature in Affect Sim, while sensors in SOCIAL scan through a subgraph. Adding 1 to 

perception depth in Affect Sim results in scanning one more object nearby. Adding 1 to the 

perception depth in SOCIAL scans an unpredictable number of additional objects inside one 

further level of nodes, commonly scanning through 4 or 8 additional nodes on a regular grid. These 

are very different concepts. Affect Sim animats have one sensor that sensing all kinds of sensible 

properties, where SOCIAL distinguishes between various sensors that can all have various depths 

of perception. However, this is more a technical issue not crucial to the concepts of affect logic. 

The general pattern of Affect Logic in SOCIAL is visualized below: 

ln .. vo .... k .... es ____ ... sense 

reduces 

affect t--+--ex_ec_u_t-es-----i"energy consumpt on pattern 

creates 

Figure 3.3.1: Affective modes are based on sensors and memory, circularly adapting cognition 
and memory in turn and yielding an energy consumption pattern. 
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In SOCIAL, Bugs can have an arbitrary number of modes, with a minimum of one. These modes 

are determined through sensor readings as well, but with a variety of different sensors assigning 

the new mode is more complex. Each mode does not have one sensor reading stored, but one for 

each sensor. In order to assign the next mode all currently used sensors get evaluated and 

compared to the stored values for every mode. The mode which has the shortest distance to the 

current sensor readings is set next. If several are tied the first mode found with this distance gets 

executed. To measure the distance for sensor readings, three metrics can be used, Ll, L2 and 

Linfinity. These are also referred to as Manhattan Distance (Ll), Euclidian Distance (L2) and 

Majority Decision (Linfinity). These metrics where chosen for simplicity reasons. There is scientific 

evidence a logarithmical metric [lzarda2011] should be implemented, but using such would not 

lead to improved behavior for Bugs in SOCIAL. To ensure comparability of results, all experiments 

were processed using Manhattan Distance. 

Each mode has a specific sequence of actions assigned. Entering a mode triggers the execution of 

these actions. The minimum sequence length is 1, there is no upper bound. Each mode has also a 

set of sensors assigned to it. These sensors are used in the next sensing phase after having 

successfully executed the entire plan. This reflects the affect logic postulates that not only 

cognition effects affect, but also affect effects (reduces) cognition and cognition and affect 

circularly interact. 

Affect Logic Brains in SOCIAL can mutate their modes by altering either their list of actions by 

adding an action known to the bug, removing an action in the plan or shifting an action to another 

place in the sequence and by adding or removing one of the sensors, effectively switching it on or 

off. The brain itself evolves by adding a new mode or discarding a mode. New modes are created 

randomly. The order in which the modes are evaluated can be mutated. 
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The decision making method of the Affect Logic BUGs can be seen in (Figure 3.3.2): 

@Ove rri de 
publ1c Power makeDecis on () 
{ 

Actio a; 
if (plan .isEmpt () ) //notning good to do 
{ 

for (Sensor s: !!enaor!! ) / / th.ie, will update the !!en!!ora 
t s.aenaev a ue () ; ) 

1/somenow de~ermine the mode that shall come up nowt 
int minD1st = O; int newmode = ; 
int c rr ist = sensors .size () 6; // , 0:: dangerous magic 6. Talk to~~~ and change!! 
for (int 1 = ; i < m.odes .a1ze () ;1+ ){ 

currDist = modes .get( · ) .manhattanD1atanceT0Read1ng( ) ; 
1f ( c rro · at < minDist ) ti overwrite ~f distance 1a smaller 

minDiat = c urrDiat; 
newmode = i; 

m = modes .get (ne'WIIlode ) ; I/ assign new mode 
for (Action x: m.getP an () } // 

plan .add (x ) ; 

a= plan .remov e (O} ; 

if (bug .nex.tDoub e () > 0 .95) // learning mutation here: 
mutate () ; 

return a; 

Figure 3.3.2: Affect Logic Brain class decision making Power. Executes either the next step in the 
current plan or creates a new plan according to the mode closest to the sensor readings. 

3.4 Simulating Emotions: Randomizing 

This Brain does not use any clever reasoning or human-inspired model, but simply rolls an even 

dice every turn. All possible actions have the same probability, it does not utilize sensor input 

even when sensors are available, has no memory other than the probabilities initially assigned, 

does not use planning or reasoning and does not evolve. It is used as a benchmark. 
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The decision making method of the Randomizing BUGs can be seen in (Figure 3.4.1): 

@Ove rride 
public Power makeDec1a1on () { 

/* 

-. Idea: make a random decision. 1orka like this: looks at number of 
"possible actions. rolls an-sided die. decides in favor ot action at 
"'poa1.t1.on n. 
·/ 

final int numberOfAc~ ons = this .getAct1ons () .s1ze () ; 
final int numberOfChosenAction = buq . ext nt (number fAct ons ) ; 

return getActions () .get (numberOfC osenAction) ; 

Figure 3.4.1: Randomizing Brain class decision making Power. 
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3.5 Simulating Emotions: Random Chance 

In a similar approach to the purely random Randomizing Brain, this second benchmark brain 

features different probabilities to its possible actions. It does not -utilize sensor input even when 

sensors are available and does not use planning or reasoning. Random Chance does not keep a 

memory if an action performed was successful, but maintains its probabilities with a small random 

evolutionary change. 

The decision making method of the Random Chance BUGs can be seen in (Figure 3.5.1) : 

<r.rerr1de 
public Power makeDec sio () { 

int tota 
for (final T pet : tuples ) { 1/ Generate tota number of chances 

tota = t.getProbabi ty () ; 

Tuple t; 

if (t :otal <= O) { / / a 1 probabi ities are o, cnooae random action 
t = tuplea .get (bug .nextint (tuples .size ())) ; 

} 

else { 

if 

int se ected = bug .nextint {tota ) ; 
se ected 
tota 

'' change to be 1 indexed (not 0) 

int · dex = 
t = tuples .get ( ndex++ ) ; 
while (t.getProbabi ity () tota < se ected) t 

tota ~= t.getProbabi t y() ; 
t = tuples .get (1 dex+ ) ; 

> bug .nextDoub e () learn) { 
,/ randomly mutate one tuple 
final uple mt= tuples .get (bug .nextI t (tuples .size ())) ; 
if {bug .nextBoolean ()) 

mut.1ncProbability ( ) ; 
else< 

m t.incPrabability (- ) ; 
if (mt. probability < 0 ) 

mut.setProbability(O } ; 

return t.getAction () ; 

Figure 3.5.1: Random Chance Brain class decision making Power 
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4 Experiments 

Purpose of Experiments 

Several experiments were carried to demonstrate the working software and its abilities, to 

analyze variations in population structure and survival, to investigate the paths and endpoints of 

evolution, to determine adequate parameter settings and to measure benefits of various decision 

making routines, including those modeling simulated emotions. 

4.1 Experiment Configuration 

A Predator-Prey simulation has been used as basis for all experiments. Predator-Prey simulations 

are common in artificial life and widely accepted and used. [Ciompi2008, Dewdney84] 

The simulations used as basis for the experiments carried out include three types of BUGs, named 

Grass, Sheep and Wolf. All creatures have a set of powers and a set of sensors available. This 

approach is a bit more complex than usual Predator-Prey simulations. Sheep are both predator 

and prey, with some bias to their role as prey. Grass can neither outrun nor hide from Sheep, 

making it somewhat between a resource and prey. 
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common resource prey predator 
predator-prey 

I I I :> simulations 

resource prey predator 
sheep-grass-wolf I I :> simulation 

nergy grass sheep wolf 

Figure 4.1.1: Classification of Sheep, Grass and Wolf as predator or prey creature, compared to 
common simulations that only have 2 types of creatures. 

4.1.1 Graph Set-Up 

To ensure comparability of results, all 

experiments were run on the same graph. 

A quadratic grid graph with 100 x 100 = 

10.000 nodes has been used. The Bug 

capacity inside each node varies in different 

experiments. 

All nodes have 4 directly adjacent nodes; 

diagonal edges are not connected . All edges 

are undirected and have the same distance. 

Outer edges are connected, forming a 

toroidal universe. This is explained on the 

right hand side in {Figure 4.1.2.}. 

INTERNATIONAL 
DATELINE 

EQUATOR 
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Figure 4.1.2: Connecting opposite edges of a 
rectangular plane automatically creates a toroidal 

world, taken from [Dewdney1984] . 



BUGs can be distributed on the graph in various different modes. "Even" distribution starts in the 

upper left hand corner and fills nodes line wise. "Random" distribution places BUGs at random 

positions. Individual nodes can also be marked with graph markers, allowing the experimenter to 

place BUGs in any fashion desired. 

4.1.2 Power Set-Up 

There are 6 different macro-like commands available in the experiments. Grass can "eat" energy 

inside its node, removing it from the node and adding it to its internal storage, Sheep can 

"consume" Grass, and Wolf can "consume" Sheep. "Consume" adds the amount of energy stored 

inside the consumed bug to the consumer bug. Sheep and Wolf can "move" and "turn", Grass can 

only "turn". "Move" moves the bug along an edge into the node it is currently facing, which is 

necessarily a neighboring node. "Turn" changes the facing to the next neighboring node, which in 

the graphs used for the experiments discussed is necessarily a different node as before. All three 

BUG types can "reproduce", producing a mutated offspring into the node they are facing, and can 

choose to sleep, performing no action. The usage of "turn" for Grass Bugs is utilized to ensure the 

entire graph can be refilled with Grass through reproduction, without the option to turn and thus 

change the node the Grass is facing large parts of the graph would be unreachable and thus all 

populations would die out soon. Some powers can fail, invoking the cost but leading to no other 

change in the universe. 
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The possible powers can be seen in the chart below: 

Power Eat Sleep Move Turn Consume Reproduce 

description extracts Idles the "moves" the "turns" "consumes" a creates a 
energy Bug for Bug one cell the Bug Bug of specified mutated 
from the one turn into the to next type offspring to 
current direction adjacent cell faced 
cell faced cell 

cost 2 1 2 2 5 5 
additional bite size: specified type: transfer to 
parameters 10 Wolf--> Sheep, child: 20 

Sheep --> Grass 
available to Grass Grass, Sheep, Wolf Grass, Sheep, Wolf Grass, 

Sheep, Sheep, Sheep, 
Wolf Wolf Wolf 

reasons for - - cell faced is - cell faced does cell faced is 
failure at BUG limit not contain a at BUG 

specified limit 
creature 

Table 4.1.1: Overview of all powers used in experiments 

In cells where the currently available energy is smaller than 10 energy, all energy is "eaten". This 

might lead to a net loss of energy if less than 2 energy is available. BUGs with less than 20 energy 

currently stored transfer all energy to their offspring and die afterwards. Cost for reproduction is 

paid before an offspring is created. BUGs having less than 5 energy available create no offspring. 

Powers are not subject to mutation. Applying mutational changes would always favor the bugs 

with lower energy cost over the ones with higher cost and thus create a downward spiral leading 

to bugs that ultimately do not need to spend any resources on the execution of their powers. This 
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would de-facto remove the death reason of starvation and deny the need of finding and 

maintaining a clever routine to ensure survival. 

All powers are executed instantaneously and do not need preparation or execution time. Bugs 

execute one power at a time and do not act anyhow when not forced by the simulation to execute 

their next action. Bugs cannot determine what powers other bugs can potentially execute, have 

executed before or might execute next. 

4.1.3 Sensor Set-Up 

BUGs are provided a set of sensors. Sensors allow the BUG to extract information from the 

universe and use this information in their decision making routine. These sensor settings are the 

same for all BU Gs of the same type, regardless if the decision making routine makes use of sensor 

input or not. Sensors are read through the decision making routine, which does not necessarily 

happen each time the BUG performs an action, thus the BUG might rely on outdated information 

sometimes. 

Sensors have a focus. Four different foci are possible: "internal", "current", "facing", and 

"adjacent". "internal" retrieves information stored inside the BUG, typically its energy level, 

"current" gets information from the node the BUG is currently located, "facing" scans the node 

the BUG is currently facing and "adjacent" senses nearby parts of the graph. "adjacent" comes 
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with a range and sums up all values in nodes with a distance less or equal to the range. The current 

cell is always included within the range, even for range 0. 

Sensors never return a numerical value, but an enumerator type instead. Possible return types 

are "None", "Very Low", "Low", "Average", "High" and "Very High". These are in total order. 

Enumerator types are intended to keep the search space small and model the abstraction that is 

omnipresent in all kind of creatures, especially in human minds. [lzarda2011] Note that all values 

assigned to sensors determining the bounds between enumerator categories are excluding upper 

bounds. The upper bounds for "Very High" are only of theoretical nature, sensed values higher 

than these bounds also return "Very High". Note that adjacent sensors sum up values and return 

the enumerator type assigned to the sum and do not return a sum of enumerator values. 

When used in metrics inside the Affect Logic Brain, enumerators get translated into numbers 

according to this table: 

Enumerator 

Value 

None 

0 

Very Low 

1 

Low 

2 

Average 

3 

High 

4 

Table 4.1.2: Enumerators and their numerical value 
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Sensor Types 

There are two general types of sensors: 

Resources sensors can sense the current amount of energy either within a node, the sum within 

a set of nodes or within the BUG. 

BUG sensors can sense the number of BUGS of a specific type either within a node or the sum 

within a set of nodes. 

Sensors available to Grass 

Grass has 3 sensors available. The "Internal" sensor measures the amount of energy currently 

available inside the grass BUG, the "Current" sensor measures the energy inside the node the BUG 

is located in and the "Adjacent" sensor measures the amount of energy in all adjacent cells. An 

overview of the bounds between various categories can be found below. 

Sensor name Focus Range None Very Low Low Avg. High Very High 

grass_internal internal 5 12 25 45 65 101 
grass_ current current 10 20 30 45 65 101 

grass_adjacent adjacent 1 10 25 45 75 125 404 

Table 4.1.3: Sensors available to Grass 
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Sensors available to Sheep 

Sheep have 5 sensors available. The "Internal" sensor measures the amount of energy currently 

available inside the sheep BUG, the "Grass_Adjacent" sensor tracks grass in the 12 nodes nearby, 

the "Wolf _Adjacent" tracks wolves in the 12 nodes nearby, "Grass_Facing" sensed if a grass BUG 

is located in the node facing and "Wolf _Facing" senses if a wolf is situated in the node facing. Note 

that "Wolf _Facing" does not sense if a wolf present in the node facing is itsself also facing back 

the sheep. 

Sensor name Focus Range None Very Low Low Avg. High Very High 

sheep_internal internal 20 60 120 200 300 400 
sheep _grass_adj adjacent 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 
sheep_grass_fac facing 1 2 
sheep_wolf_adj adjacent 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 
sheep_wolf_fac facing 1 2 

Table 4.1.4: Sensors available to Sheep 

Sensors available to Wolves 

Wolves have 6 sensors available. The "Internal" sensor measures the amount of energy currently 

available inside the wolf BUG, the "Sheep_Adjacent_l" sensor tracks sheep in the 4 nodes nearby, 

the "Sheep_Adjacent_2" sensor tracks sheep in the 12 closest nodes, the "Sheep_Adjacent_3" 

sensor tracks sheep in the 24 closest nodes. "Sheep_Facing" sensed if a sheep BUG is located in 

the node facing and "Wolf _Facing" senses if a wolf is situated in the node facing. Note that both 

facing sensors do not sense if a creature tracked in the faced node is itself facing back on the wolf. 
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Sensor name Focus Range None Very Low Low Avg. High Very High 

wolf_internal internal 20 60 120 200 300 400 
wolf _sheep_adjl adjacent 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 
wolf _sheep_fac facing 1 2 

wolf_sheep_adj2 adjacent 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 
wolf_wolf_fac facing 1 2 

wolf _sheep_adj3 adjacent 3 1 2 3 4 

Table 4.1.5: Sensors available to Wolves 

5.1.4 Resource Set-Up 

All experiments use only one resource named energy. Energy is initially distributed evenly 

throughout the universe, where the initial energy in each cell is 20. Replenishment takes place in 

all cells after each bug has chosen and performed one action. The replenishment rate differs in 

various experiments. Each cell has an energy cap of 100. Energy replenished beyond this cap is 

discarded. BU Gs are provided with some initial energy and have a cap similar to the cells. The set

up can be seen in the chart below: 

Bug Type 

Initial energy provided 

Internal energy limit 

Grass 

25 

100 

Sheep 

100 

1000 

Table 4.1.6: Energy configuration in Bugs 
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Wolf 

175 

1000 



These configurations are the same throughout all experiments of all types to ensure comparability 

of results. Experiments differ in the energy replenishment set-up, in the brain type used, the initial 

number of creatures and the number of bugs allowed per node. Experiments are grouped into 

Single-Type experiments, Mixed-Type experiments and Competitive experiments. 
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4.2 Single Type Experiments 

Single type experiments are intended to show that the decision making processes investigated 

are able to sustain a stable and large population of creatures. Single type experiments provide the 

same decision making strategy to each type of BUG, not putting them under the pressure of 

competition against other methods. 

All experiments were carried out with energy replenishment rates of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 12 energy 

per cell and turn and repeated 20 times. A sample of population sizes over time is displayed with 

each experiment. 

Bug distribution is the same throughout all Single Type experiments to ensure comparability of 

results. A Grass bug was distributed into each node to satisfy the Lotka-Voltarra model 

assumption of unlimited resource supply best as possible. 1000 Sheep and Wolves were placed 

randomly into the simulation. Experiments have shown that this number is in the range of 

balancing out according to Lotka-Voltarra rules II and Ill. Random placement does not differ in 

results throughout repetitions of experiments. Single Type experiments are run with a restriction 

of 1 Bug per Node and Type. 
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4.2.1 Single Type 1: Affect Logic 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Affect Logic Grass Affect Logic Sheep 

initial 10000 1000 
number 

Distribution Even Random 

Affect Logic Wolf 

1000 

Random 

Table 4.2.1: Bug distribution for Single Type 1 

Affect Logic creatures show the best results of all emotion-based approaches. Affect Logic is able 

to sustain grass and sheep with 2 energy replenished and significant numbers of grass, sheep and 

wolf with higher energy input. 
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Figure 4.2.la: Energy replenishment of 2 sustains only grass and sheep, but no wolves. Wolves 

show some initial success, but do not survive when sheep grow low in numbers around steps 
200-400. Longest lifespan of a wolf was 656 steps. 
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Figure 4.2.lb: Energy replenishment of 5 sustains all kinds of creatures. Initial rise in wolf and 

sheep is similar to Figure 4.2.la, but sheep show smaller drop under pressure and competition 

and stabilize higher, providing sufficient food source for wolves. 
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Figure 4.2.lc: Energy replenishment of 12 shows the same pattern as Figure 4.2.lb 

4.2.2 Single Type 2: Subsumption 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Subsumption Grass Subsumption Sheep Subsumption Wolf 

initial number 10000 1000 1000 

Distribution Even Random Random 

Table 4.2.2: Bug distribution for Single Type 2 
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Subsumption creatures show the most unpredictable results. All Subsumption Bug types show a 

large initial drop when energy provided to the creatures is used up. This is due to creatures not 

having a rule leading to energy intake or having this rule so far down the hierarchy that it never 

gets executed, in particular relying on the same logical expression as another rule checked earlier 

in the process. 

Three different types of outcomes have been found in the experiments. Subsumption can lead to 

a stable population of grass and sheep as displayed in the first graphic, typically showing very 

small amplitudes in its Lotka-Voltarra relations. No wolves survive in the first outcome pattern. 

10000 -· - --~ ---- - -- ·----~--------------- ---

8000 -------------------·-------·- --

6000 +•----------
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Figure 4.2.2a Subsumption sustaining sheep and grass 
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Subsumption is frequently unable to sustain a stable population. In this case sheep and wolf 

typically decay to very small numbers fast and don't create successful offsprings, where grass 

stabilizes at some population between 3000 and 4000 and slowly but steadily declines in 

population size from there. 
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Figure 4.2.2b Subsumption sustaining slowly decaying grass, sheep are possibly surviving in low 

numbers up to 10 creatures, wolf grow extinct. 

A third category of results combining the first two has been observed a few times. Subsumption 

population can jump out of the second into the first pattern. This can happen rapidly even after 

long periods in which the population structure remained largely unchanged. Tipping to a stable 

population has not been observed for wolves. All wolves in all runs with various energy 

replenishment rates have grown extinct after 1000 steps. Modifying the experiment using hand

made intuitively clever routines does not sustain wolf either. 
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Figure 4.2.2c Subsumption showing pattern 2 initially, then changing to pattern 1 
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Energy replenishment has a limited effect for Subsumption Bugs. The initial decline producing a 

sparse population leads to an energy rich environment even for low replenishment rates. All 

patterns have been observed with various replenishment configurations. 

4.2.3 Single Type 3: Fungus Eater 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Fungus Eater Grass Fungus Eater Sheep Fungus Eater Wolf 

initial number 10000 1000 1000 

Distribution Even Random Random 

Table 4.2.3: Bug distribution for Single Type 3 

Fungus Eater methodology shows the largest dependency on energy replenishment. Fungus Eater 

is able to sustain very few wolves in simulations with high energy input. With a low replenishment 

rate of 2, Fungus Eater can only sustain grass. Sheep and wolf die out quickly. This is changing 

with increased rates, where all types of creatures survive. Wolf seem to grow practically extinct 

in simulations with 5 energy replenished as butterfly effects similar to the Subsumption Brain have 

not been observed for Fungus Eater. Around 10 wolves are typically sustained in simulations with 

12 energy replenished. Lotka-Voltarra effects are happening on a very small scale for Fungus Eater 

Bugs. 
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Figure 4.2.3a: low replenishment rates sustain only Grass. Sheep and Wolves show some initial 
success, but die out when initial energy provided is used up and Grass population is sparse. 
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Figure 4.2.3b: Sheep survive with higher replenishment rates (here: 5), Wolves are sustained in 
one-digit numbers, Grass survives significantly better despite the pressure by Sheep population . 

Pattern is unchanged from 4-12 energy. 
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4.2.4 Single Type 4: Random Chance Brain 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rand. Chance Grass Rand. Chance Sheep Rand. Chance Wolf 

initial number 10000 1000 1000 

Distribution Even Random Random 

Table 4.2.4: Bug distribution for Single Type 4 

Random Chance creatures show the most stable and predictable population pattern. They are the 

only type of creatures that never grew extinct and are able to sustain the largest population sizes. 

This very simple approach seems to be able to find a good mixture of the possible actions. With 

energy replenishment of 2, wolf grow sparse initially but are able to recover slowly. While 

recovering, the population of sheep is able to rise and keep grass on a fairly low level. With plenty 

of sheep available, the number of wolves rises again, reducing sheep in turn and allowing grass to 

prosper. This cycle does not repeat, but populations keep on a stable level. 

10000 +---------
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Figure 4.2.4a: little energy (here: 2) sustains all three creature types 
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Higher energy replenishment leads to a smaller initial bulge in the drop of wolves and rise of sheep 

as all three types of bugs intake and carry more energy. Grass and Wolf are increasing their 

numbers faster and further with more energy replenished. Fewer successful executions of 

consume lead to the same energy intake, which is supporting a high number of wolves. This high 

number of wolves puts pressure on the sheep population, which in turn is beneficial for grass. The 

pattern is almost indifferent for all replenishment rates greater equals 4. 
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Figure 4.2.4b: more energy (here: 5} sustains more creatures of all types, where mostly Grass 
and Wolf are able to benefit from higher energy input compared to Figure 4.2.4a 
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4.2.5 Single Type Results 

Single Type experiments have shown that all brain types are able to sustain a population. Fungus 

Eater can only support small populations, particularly only very few wolves. Subsumption also 

seems a bad approach for Wolves, as only few are sustained in simulations with high energy and 

no wolves in simulations with low energy. Subsumption can offer various patterns, where some 

simulations have sheep and wolf die out quickly and others see sheep on very low numbers for 

many iterations, suddenly turning into a stable and vivid size. This is due to mutational changes, 

which show great effect in the rule structure of the Subsumption Brain and less effect in all other 

brain types where longer plans or probabilistic approaches are more stable. Affect Logic and 

Random Chance show the best results. Random Chance can sustain creatures with sparse energy 

and sustains most creatures with high energy input. Affect Logic Sheep survive with little energy, 

Affect logic Wolf need energy >2 to sustain. Random Chance shows the largest number of 

creatures sustains with all energy inputs. 

Based upon these results, Random Chance has been chosen to use inside grass and both Affect 

Logic and Random Chance have been chosen inside sheep for Mixed Brain Type experiments. 
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4.3 Mixed Brain Type Experiments 

These experiments follow the idea that creatures found on higher levels in food chains have more 

sophisticated brains available as creatures on lower levels. They are also intended to investigate 

survival of predators with a broader food source available and compare the success of emotional 

decision making routines for predators with an evenly supplied stock of prey. This is intended to 

investigate the outcomes of the routines free of disturbance of either less or less clever behaving 

prey available. The focus of this series of experiments is on the quantitative survival of the wolves. 

Mixed Type Experiments also compare the success of Random Chance and Affect Logic sheep, 

which have been chosen after evaluating Single Type experiments. 

All experiments were carried out with energy replenishment rates of 1, 2, 5 and 12 energy per cell 

and turn and repeated 20 times. A sample population size over time is displayed with each 

experiment. Note that the three displayed populations are no longer grass, sheep and wolf, but 2 

types of sheep and 1 type of Wolf instead. 

4.3.1 Mixed Brain Type 1: Fungus Eater 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd.Chance Rd.Chance Affect Logic Fungus Eater 

Grass Sheep Sheep Wolf 

initial number 10000 500 500 500 

Distribution Even Random Random Random 

Table 4.3.1: Bug distribution for Mixed Type 1 
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This experiment is intended to investigate the survival of Fungus Eater wolves in comparison to 

experiment 4.2.3. Fungus Eater wolves were unable to sustain significant population regardless 

of energy input in single type experiment series 4.2.3. Experimental data shows that with more 

sheep supplied, Fungus Eater is a methodology able to sustain a stable population even with low 

energy replenishment. The number of living wolves increases with higher energy supplied. 

3500 
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Figure 4.3.la: 700 Fungus Eater wolves can be sustained with energy replenishment 2, the initial 

drop is very large. Affect Logic Sheep are outperformed under the competition of Random 

Chance Sheep and die out when Fungus Eater Wolf reach a stable population 
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Figure 4.3.lb: Higher energy input (here: 5) leads to 2700 Fungus Eater Wolves sustained, initial 

drop in Wolves is smaller, Affect Logic Sheep die out faster under higher wolf pressure 
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Figure 4.3.lc: Very high energy input (here: 12) shows 3300 Fungus Eater Wolves sustained, but 

does not affect the pattern of sheep survival. 

4.3.2 Mixed Brain Type 2: Affect Logic 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd.Chance Rd.Chance Affect Logic Affect Logic 

Grass Sheep Sheep Wolf 

initial number 10000 500 500 500 

Distribution Even Random Random Random 

Table 4.3.2: Bug distribution for Mixed Brain Type 2. 

Affect Logic has been chosen as methodology for wolves in this series of experiments, Random 

Chance and Affect Logic as methodology for sheep. Affect Logic is also able to sustain a population 

of wolves with all levels of energy supplied. Numbers of wolves are larger than with Fungus Eater 

methodology used in wolves as in experiment 4.3.1. Random Chance sheep also outperform 

Affect Logic sheep in each experiment run. 
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Performance of Affect Logic was better than Fungus Eater in Single Type experiments. (compare 

4.2.1, 4.2.3). This is repeated in Mixed Brain Type experiments, where number of sustained wolf 

is higher than in experiment 4.3.1 and initial drops are smaller. 
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Figure 4.3.2a: 1200 Affect Logic wolves sustain with energy replenishment 2. 
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Figure 4.3.2b: Energy replenishment of 5 leads to less sheep and more wolf sustained, reduces 

initial drop in both sheep and wolf and shortens the survival of Affect Logic Sheep 
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Figure 4.3.2c: 3800 Affect Logic Wolves sustain with energy replenishment 12, Sheep pattern 

unchanged. 

4.3.3 Mixed Brain Type 3: Subsumption 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd.Chance Rd.Chance Affect Logic Subsumption 

Grass Sheep Sheep Wolf 

initial number 10000 500 500 500 

Distribution Even Random Random Random 

Table 4.3.3: Bug distribution for experiment 4.3.3 

Subsumption wolves show a dramatically different population structure pattern than all other 

decision making types investigated. The initial drop of non-successful routines is very large and 

Subsumption wolves do not quickly recover when adapted routines reproduce and spread out 

through the graph. This process needs significantly longer time and might not even happen at all. 
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Subsumption wolves are very successful in growing extremely old individuals, but seem to have 

large trouble to achieve both the goal of individual survival as the goal of reproduction. 

The problems of the Subsumption wolves are true almost regardless of energy replenishment. 

This indicates that a good mixture of self-sustainment (by eating) and species-sustainment (by 

reproduction) cannot be achieved using the hierarchical method of Subsumption. 

Affect Sheep can initially compete with Random-Chance sheep but get dominated by Random

Chance sheep after 500-1000 steps. This is similar to experiment 4.5.2.1. The butterfly effect 

observed in Single Type experiment 4.2.2 has not been observed in Mixed Brain Type 

experiments. 
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Figure 4.3.3a: Few Subsumption wolves sustain with energy replenishment 2, allowing Affect 

Logic Sheep to compete against Random Chance Sheep. 
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Figure 4.3.3: Subsumption wolves do not benefit with higher energy input (here: 5), but number 

of Sheep rises significantly. 

4.3.4 Mixed Brain Type Experiment 4: 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd.Chance Rd.Chance Affect Logic Rd.Chance 

Grass Sheep Sheep Wolf 

initial number 10000 500 500 500 

Distribution Even Random Random Random 

Table 4.3.4: Bug distribution for Mixed Brain Type Experiment 4 

Random-Chance wolves are most successful in sustaining a large population of their species, 

though individuals typically do not grow very old. They are able to recover quickly from the initial 

drop when not so clever strategies die out and from a stable population afterwards. Affect Logic 

sheep are quickly extinct under the pressure of Random-Chance wolves and the competition of 

Random-Chance sheep. 
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Figure 4.3.4a: 1500 Random Chance wolves sustain with energy replenishment 2 
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Figure 4.3.4: Random Chance Wolves benefit from high replenishment rates (here: 5), initial 

drop is significantly smaller as in Figure 4.3.4a, recovery happens quicker, Affect Logic Sheep die 

out faster and final numbers balance at 3300 wolves. Number of surviving Sheep is 1500, which 

is lower as in Figure 4.3.4a 
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4.3.5 Mixed Brain Type 5: Randomizing 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd.Chance Rd.Chance Affect Logic Randomizing 
Grass Sheep Sheep Wolf 

initial number 10000 500 500 500 

Distribution Even Random Random Random 

Table 4.3.5: Bug distribution for Mixed Brain Type 5 

This experiment shows profound evidence the simulations run before are energy rich enough to 

sustain a large number of BUGs even when the decision making routine used does not use neither 

cognition nor memory. Provided 1 energy per cell and turn, Randomizing wolves to not survive, 

but with a supply of 2 or greater they form stable populations. Randomizing wolves are the most 

successful species of all wolves, reaching up to 3700 wolves. The total amount of wolves sustained 

in the high-energy setup does never exceeded 3700, which seems to indicate this is the maximum 

number regardless of energy supplied. 

The seemingly devastating result of this experimental series indicates that in the state of SOCIAL 

so far sensory information about the graph is completely unnecessary, but a good mixture of 

choosing actions is the only criteria for survival at the moment. 
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Figure 4.3.Sa: 1000 Randomizing wolves sustain with 2 energy. This number is lower than Affect 

Logic and Random Chance. 

Figure 4.3.Sb: 3700 Randomizing wolves sustain with 4 or more energy (here: 4) Energy rich 

simulations show Affect Logic Sheep perish early and lead to more wolf and less sheep in total 

(compare Figure 4.3.Sa) 
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4.3.6 Mixed Brain Type Results 

Experimental Data shows that Affect Logic sheep are dominated by Random Chance sheep in each 

experiment run. Affect Logic sheep survive longer with energy sparse, where both pressure by 

wolves and competition by Random Chance sheep is lower. 

Random Chance and Randomizing outperform all three emotion-based approaches. Randomizing 

leads to even higher numbers than Random Chance with high energy input provided. Randomizing 

also shows a smaller initial drop, where Random Chance needs longer time to adapt from an initial 

aggressive expansion strategy to a later strategy sustaining more creatures. Affect Logic and 

Fungus Eater both show a significantly better performance as in single type experiments. Both 

routines are able to sustain an amount of creatures similar to the Random Chance approach. This 

is due to a sheep population that is both larger in numbers as in energy stored inside the sheep. 

This result indicates that the complex routines of Affect Logic and Fungus Eater are well useable 

inside higher level creatures dealing with the complicated tasks of outrunning predators and 

localizing prey. The fairly simple Subsumption model shows poor results even with very high 

energy input. It is not suited well for high level tasks. The pattern change in Subsumption brain 

survival observed in experiment Single Type 1 (chapter 4.2.1) has not been observed in Mixed 

Brain Type experiments. 
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4.4 Competitive Experiments 

A series of experiments has been carried out to investigate which type of decision making proves 

superior to others when competing with the same level tasks. Competitive Grass Experiments 

investigate which methodology is best in sustaining itself and creating offsprings. Competitive 

Sheep Experiments 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2 focus on the tasks of localizing grass and 4.4.2.3 and 4.4.2.4 

add the task of outrunning wolves. Competitive Wolf Experiments are focusing on the task of 

localizing prey creatures. Competitive Sheep Experiments and Competitive Wolf Experiments 

determine a ranking by consecutive removal of the top performing creature type. 

4.4.1 Competitive Grass Experiments 

This series of experiments was used to determine which decision making strategy provides the 

most grass useable for higher level creatures in later experiments. No predator induced pressure 

was used in this experiment series, thus all Bugs populating the graph are various Grass types. 

The 10000 node graph was not entirely filled with Grass as in previous experiments, but only to 

10 % in total. Grass should be able to have a routine that sustains itself and expands into the 

graph, thus finds a good way of combining the three actions 'reproduce', 'eat' and 'turn'. The 

success of these tasks can be observed better with graphs initially not completely filled. 

4.4.1.1 Competitive Experiment: Grass 1 
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Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rand.Chance Affect Logic Fungus Eater Subsumption Grass 
Grass Grass Grass 

initial 250 250 250 250 
number 

Distribution Random Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.1.1 Bug distribution for competitive experiment Grass 1. 

Distuinguishing the experiment setup from previous experiments, the bugs per node limit has 

been eased to 3. This is done to help Grass Bugs populate areas of the grass where other Bug 

types are already placed. This is necessary as Single Type experiments have shown that all routines 

can support Grass Bugs easily. 

The experiment shows that with the limited sensors available and the few options grass has a 

random choice is no worse than utilizing any of the clever approaches. Allowing 3 BU Gs into each 

node in total and given an energy replenishment of 1 per cell and turn, Random Chance BUGs 

dramatically outperform all other methodologies. Fungus Eater and Affect Logic BUGs can sustain 

in some areas on their own for a while, but rapidly grow extinct when under competition of 

Random Chance BUGs. Subsumption BUGs populate and sustain some areas of the graph, but are 

not as aggressive in taking over new parts and thus do not dominate the universe. 
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Figure 4.4.1.la: 4 types of grass competing, 1 energy per cell, 3 bugs per node allowed. Random 
Chance Bugs are superior; Subsumption Bugs maintain their initial area. 

Given a replenishment of 2 energy per cell and turn, Random Chance still populates a majority of 

the graph quickly, while the others have a early peak where aggressive reproductive behavior in 

these BUGs leads to some success. This declines when the graph becomes densely populated. 

Affect Logic shows the earliest and highest peak, Fungus Eater the latest and lowest. In the long 

run, Fungus Eater and Affect Logic die out, but Subsumption Model Bugs can sustain and form a 

behavioral pattern challenging the Random Chance Bug and slowly but steadily pushing them 

back. Convergence has not been reached and as Random Chance Bugs grow slowly smaller in 

numbers they will probably be dominated by Subsumption Bugs in the very long run. 
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Figure 4.4.1.lb: 4 types of grass competing, 2 energy per cell, 3 bugs per node allowed. Similar 

pattern as in Figure 4.4.1.la, Fungus Eater and Affect Logic show more success, Subsumption 

grows slowly but steadily. 

4.4.1.2 Competitive Experiment: Grass 2 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rand.Chance Affect Logic Fungus Eater Subsumption Grass 
Grass Grass Grass 

initial 250 250 250 250 
number 

Distribution Random Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.1.2 Bug distribution for Competitive Experiment Grass 1. 

The limit of Bugs per cell has been adapted to 1 Bug per node and routine, instead of 3 Bugs in 

total as in Experiment 4.4.1.2. These experiments tend to be dominated by the most aggressively 

expanding strategy, which might not be the most successful in sustaining a large food source. 

Adapting the cell caps from 3 bugs in total to 1 bug of each routine shows the spreading of grass 
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BUGs through the graph over time. Random Chance is still the dominant grass type early on and 

maintaining its position throughout the simulation, but the Subsumption grass can almost catch 

up and level its population. Fungus Eater and Affect Logic show some initial success, but decline 

in numbers over time. 

Increasing the amount of energy re-fed into the system helps Affect Logic and Fungus Eater BUGs 

to build up a population. The energy replenishment needs to be very high to allow those two BUG 

types to sustain their population. Even with very high energy input, Subsumption Bugs are the 

slowest in building up a population. The rise of Subsumption puts pressure on Fungus Eater and 

Affect Logic, increasing the decline particularly for Fungus Eater Grass Bugs. Affect Logic seems to 

be unsuitable for Grass under competition, but showed reasonable results when left alone as in 

experiment 4.2.1. 

Figure 4.4.1.2a: 4 types of grass competing, 3 energy per cell, 1 bug per node and routine, 
Random Chance shows superior, Affect Logic and Fungus Eater are initially successful, but do 
not survive. Subsumption takes a long time, but in the end it is able to reach a full population. 
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Figure 4.4.l.2b: 4 types of grass competing, 4 energy per cell, 1 bug per node and routine. The 
total number of creatures sustained is generally larger, but balances to a similar outcome as in 
Figure 4.4.l.2a. Subsumption is still slowest but builds the largest population in the end, Affect 
Logic and Fungus Eater show a similar but slower pattern of decline. The turning point for 
Fungus Eater correlates with the turning point for Subsumption again. 
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Figure 4.4.1.2c: 4 types of grass competing, 5 energy per cell, 1 bug per node and routine. 
Fungus Eater Bugs are maintained in some parts of the graph, the rise in Subsumption Bugs 
happens earlier and quicker, Subsumption does not put the same pressure on Fungus Eater as 
before. Affect Logic and Random Chance shows patterns as before. 

Given an energy replenishment of 12, all types of Grass are able to form a stable population. The 

Fungus Eater and Affect Logic Grass are slowly declining. 
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Figure 4.4.1.2d: 4 types of grass competing, 12 energy per cell, 1 bug per node and routine. All 
routines can sustain a population, Subsumption is still significantly slowest. 

In further experiments with various types of sheep and wolf competing against each other, 

Random Chance has been chosen as strategy for Grass BUGs in order to provide the best food 

basis. Subsumption could have been a choice as well, but was very slow in building up a 

reasonable population and thus is not suitable to provide a food source for higher level creatures. 

4.4.2 Competitive Sheep Experiments 

A series of experiments has been performed to determine the most adequate decision making 

strategy for sheep type bugs. Tasks to solve in the experiments include the need to localize and 

approach sheep as well as to outrun wolves. The graph is initially completely filled with Random 

Chance Grass Bugs. 
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4.4.2.1 Competitive Experiment: Sheep 1 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd . Rd. Affect Fungus Subsump. Random 
Chance Chance Logic Eater Sheep Sheep 
Grass Sheep Sheep Sheep 

initial number 10000 500 500 500 500 500 

Distribution Even Random Random Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.2.1: Bug distribution for experiment Sheep 1. 

This experiment was performed to investigate which type of sheep will be dominant when 

competing for resources. Given an energy replenishment of 1, Random Chance Sheep were most 

successful, dominating all other sheep types: 
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Figure 4.4.2.la: 5 types of sheep competing, 1 energy per node, cell limit 1 bug per type. 
Random Chance sheep are superior, Affect Logic sheep can sustain but die out under pressure. 

All other methodologies die out quickly. 
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Given greater amounts of energy, the number of sustained sheep in general rises, but Random 

Chance Sheep stay dominant. Randomizing Sheep and Affect Logic Sheep can compete for a while, 

but with Randomizing failing when the initial energy provided runs out, Random Chance Sheep 

take the scene and expel Affect Logic Sheep. The pattern displayed below is true for all kinds of 

energy replenishment>= 2. 
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Figure 4.4.2.lb: 5 types of sheep competing, 3 energy per node, cell limit 1 bug per routine. 
Randomizing Sheep cannot find a good mixture of actions, Random Chance dominate Affect 

Logic Sheep similar to Figure 4.4.2.la. 

4.4.2.2 Competitive Experiment: Sheep 2 

As Random Chance sheep proved superior in the experiment series above and are only intended 

as a benchmark, Random Chance sheep have been removed in this series. This is intended to 

compare the emotion-based decision making routines. 
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Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd . Affect Fungus Subsump. Random 
Chance Logic Eater Sheep Sheep 
Grass Sheep Sheep 

initial number 10000 500 500 500 500 

Distribution Even Random Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.2.2: Bug distribution for Competitive Experiment Sheep 2. 

Affect Logic provides the best methodologies for survival in this experimental set-up. Given 

energy replenishment of 1, Affect Logic sheep become the only successful strategy: 
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Figure 4.4.2.2a: 4 types of sheep competing, 1 energy per node, cell limit 1 bug per routine. 

Affect Logic is the only methodology able to sustain a population . 
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Increasing the energy available, Affect Logic sheep maintain their advantage over all other 

strategies. Randomizing Sheep proves some initial success as in the previous experiment series, 

but also die out in the long run. 
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Figure 4.4.2.2b: 4 types of sheep competing, 3 energy per node, cell limit 1 bug per routine. 
Randomizing sheep have an initial advantage, but Affect Logic is able to build an adapted 

routine proving superior. 

This pattern occurs for various energy replenishments >= 2. Providing larger amounts of energy 

makes Randomizing sheep more successful initially, leading to a higher peak and slower decline. 

More energy does not help Fungus Eater or Subsumption sheep to build or sustain a significant 

population. Affect Logic shows best performance for all energy inputs. 
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4.4.2.3 Competitive Experiment: Sheep 3 

In this series of experiments sheep have been put under the pressure of wolves. This includes the 

additional task of outrunning a predator, complicating survival. The focus of the experiment is on 

the survival of the sheep in this potentially dangerous environment. Subsumption has been 

chosen as strategy for wolves. Subsumption showed little success in wolves in Single Type 

Experiments, but performed reasonably well in Mixed Brain Type Experiments with a broader 

number of sheep available. Subsumption has been chosen as a trade-off to put some pressure 

upon the sheep. As the focus is still on the success of sheep, the more successful routines of Affect 

Logic and Random Chance have not been selected for the Wolves to find a balance between 

adding some pressure on the sheep population and adding not too much. 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd. Rd. Affect Fungus Subsump. Random Subsump. 
Chance Chance Logic Eater Sheep Sheep Wolf 
Grass Sheep Sheep Sheep 

initial 10000 500 500 500 500 500 1250 
number 

Distribution Even Random Random Random Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.2.3: Bug distribution for Competitive Experiment Sheep 3. 
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The Random Chance sheep show best performance regardless of energy input. Numbers of 

sustained creatures are affected by energy input, but Random Chance sheep always turn out 

dominant. Purely Randomizing sheep have some initial advantage, but die out quickly. 
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Figure 4.4.2.3a: 5 sheep types competing, 3 energy per turn, 1 bug per node and routine, 

pressurized by wolf. Random Chance Sheep show best performance, Randomizing sheep have 

an initial advantage, all other routines are not successful. 

A similar pattern was observed for all energy inputs >=2. 

During the repetitions carried out to verify the results, the Subsumption Brain became dominant 

once. This outcome becomes more unusual when looking at the numbers of each type alive: 
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Figure 4.4.2.3b: 5 sheep types competing, 3 energy per turn, 1 bug per node and routine, 

pressurized by wolf. Unusual outcome - Subsumption sheep suddenly become superior. The 

pattern was very similar to Figure 4.4.2.3a, but a long-lasting Subsumption individual was able to 

evolve a sophisticated routine and dominate the simulation. 

The wolves vanished quickly, being unsuccessful in finding sheep, while Random Chance sheep 

initially prospered and Subsumption sheep were low in numbers. The pattern visible after 2000 

iterations is just as expected, but things turn and Subsumption sheep become the dominant sheep 

type where Random Chance sheep die out. Baatz and Ciompi mention the butterfly effect 

[Ciompi2008], saying small changes might have dramatic impacts. However, the decision making 

routines constantly undergo mutational change and there is no reason why dramatic effects of 

this change should happen precisely in this set-up and not anytime else. This has only been 

observed once in all repetitions of this experiment type. All other runs show Random Chance 

sheep dominant. This result indicates that, even for the current state of SOCIAL, optimized 

routines relying on sensor input exist and are able to push back the aggressive Random Chance 

strategies which need time to adapt to probabilities more focused on individual survival than on 

creating offsprings. 

4.4.2.4 Competitive Experiment: Sheep 4 
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In this series of experiments Random Chance sheep have been removed to determine the most 

successful emotion-based strategy. 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd. Affect Fungus Subsump. Random Subsump. 
Chance Logic Eater Sheep Sheep Wolf 
Grass Sheep Sheep 

initial 10000 500 500 500 500 1250 
number 

Distribution Even Random Random Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.2.4: Bug distribution for Competitive Experiment Sheep 4 

Affect Logic sheep are the most successful approach among the ones compared. Randomizing 

sheep again have some initial success, but die out or grow very few in the long run. This result is 

again independent of energy replenishment, though a very high replenishment can lead to a very 

slow extinction of Randomizing sheep. Among all experiment runs there was again one with the 

Subsumption Brain superior. 
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Figure 4.4.2.4a: 4 sheep types competing, 3 energy per turn, 1 bug per node and routine, 

pressurized by wolf. Affect Logic Sheep outperform Randomizing Sheep when able to create a 

sophisticated routine. 

These 4 series of results indicate that Random Chance and Affect Logic are the most suitable 

approach for sheep and thus Random Chance sheep and Affect Logic sheep will be used in 

experiments investigating wolf. Subsumption again seems to be able to find a good routine now 

and then, but is not reliable in doing so and perishes very quickly. Fungus Eater seems to be a 

problematic approach. 
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4.4.3 Competitive Wolf Experiments: 

4.4.3.1 Competitive Experiment: Wolf 1 

This experiment series is intended to investigate which decision making strategy is superior in 

wolves, dealing best with the problem of tracking and consuming sheep. Based upon the 

experiments above, Affect Logic and Random Chance have been used in sheep and Random 

Chance in grass as in the previously discussed mixed type experiments. 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd. Affect Fungus Subsump. Random Rand. Affect Rand. 
Chance Logic Eater Wolf Wolf Chance Logic Chance 
Grass Wolf Wolf Wolf Sheep Sheep 

initial 10000 250 250 250 250 250 1000 1000 
number 

Distribution Even Random Random Random Random Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.3.1: Bug distribution for Competitive Experiment Wolf 1 

Random Chance Wolves outperform all other BUGs. Affect Logic Wolves and Randomizing Wolves 

can initially compete for some time, but Random Chance dominates in the long run. Random 

Chance Wolves are the only type can sustain even with energy replenishment of only 1 per cell 

and node. 
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Figure 4.4.3.la: 5 wolf types competing, 2 energy per cell, 1 bug per cell and type. Random 
Chance Wolves survive best, followed by Affect Logic and Randomizing. All Wolves undergo a 

large initial drop sorting out non-clever routines. This is particularly surprising as the 
Randomizing approach usually shows an initial rise. 
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Figure 4.4.3.lb: 5 wolf types competing, 4 energy per cell, 1 bug per cell and type. Randomizing 

Wolves show the expected aggressive population size peak, but fall back under the More 

aggressive randomizing wolves don't stay superior with 4 energy. 
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4.4.3.2 Competitive Experiment: Wolf 2 

This experiment series has removed Random Chance Wolf to investigate which strategy is second 

best for wolves. 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd. Affect Fungus Subsump. Random Affect Rand. 
Chance Logic Eater Wolf Wolf Logic Chance 
Grass Wolf Wolf Sheep Sheep 

initial 10000 250 250 250 250 1000 1000 
number 

Distribution Even Random Random Random Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.3.2: Bug distribution for Competitive Experiment Wolf 2 

Given an energy replenishment of 1, no wolf type can build a significant population, but all die 

out. Neither aggressive strategies creating many offspring initially nor strategies keeping the 

initial energy provided together for a longer period of time are able to create a sustaining 

population in the long run. The curve of Subsumption wolves and fungus eater wolves shows two 

steps where a chunk of bugs dies in the same iteration. These wolves either never successfully 

consumed a sheep (first step) or managed to do so exactly once (second step). Most other wolves 

also only achieve up to one successful execution of 'consume', but they die out over a longer 

timespan due to variations in the amount of energy consumed each turn and thus do not create 

a step visible in the chart. 
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Figure 4.4.3.2a: 4 wolf types competing, 1 energy per cell, 1 bug per cell and type. No routine is 

able to sustain creatures at all. Note the displayed graphic is very limited in population size and 

iteration steps. 

Provided sufficient energy >=2, Affect Logic Wolves become dominant. This backs experiment 

4.4.3.1, where Affect Logic Wolves where the closest competitor of Random Chance Wolves. 

Randomizing Wolves were able to build a significant initial advantage, but cannot switch to a 

sustaining strategy and grow low in numbers when put under pressure of Affect Logic Wolves. 

Subsumption Wolves and Fungus Eater Wolves show very little success. Very similar results have 

been obtained when comparing Affect Logic and Randomizing Sheep in experiment 4.4.2.2. 

(compare Figure 4.4.2.2b) 
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Figure 4.4.3.2b: 4 wolf types competing, 5 energy per cell, 1 bug per cell and type. Affect Logic 
Wolf dominate Randomizing Wolf. This pattern was observed for all energy inputs >2. The 

emotion based routines of Fungus Eater and Subsumption again show very poor performance. 

4.4.3.3 Competitive Experiment: Wolf 3 

Affect Logic wolves and Random Chance Wolves have been removed in this experiment. This 

investigates the competition of Fungus Eater and Subsumption Wolves, which were the ones 

performing most poorly over all previous experiments, benchmarked against the very simple 

cognition- and memory-free Randomizing approach. The number of remaining BUG types has 

been increased by 100 to provide similar initial population sizes. 
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Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd . Fungus Subsump. Random Affect Logic Rand. 
Chance Eater Wolf Wolf Wolf Sheep Chance 
Grass Sheep 

initial 10000 350 350 350 1000 1000 
number 

Distribution Even Random Random Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.3.3: Bug distribution for Competitive Experiment Wolf 3. 

This experiment shows Randomizing wolves being successful in stabilizing a large population. 

Fungus Eater wolves and Subsumption wolves cannot expand their initial habitats and become 

extinct under the competition of Randomizing wolves. This is a very surprising result, as 

Randomizing naively seems to be a very bad strategy. This outcome is indifferent of energy 

replenishment rates. 

Figure 4.4.3.3: 4 wolf types competing, 3 energy per cell, 1 bug per cell and type. Randomizing 

Wolves outperform Fungus Eater and Subsumption Wolves. 
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4.4.3.4 Competitive Experiment: Wolf 4 

Affect Logic Wolves, Randomizing Wolves and Random Chance Wolves have been removed in this 

experiment. This investigates the competition of Fungus Eater and Subsumption Wolves, which 

were the ones performing post poorly over all previous experiments. 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd. Fungus Subsump. Affect Logic Rand. 
Chance Eater Wolf Wolf Sheep Chance 
Grass Sheep 

initial 10000 350 350 1000 1000 
number 

Distribution Even Random Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.3.4: Bug distribution for Competitive Experiment Wolf 4. 

Fungus Eater Wolves outperform Subsumption Wolves. The number of sustained creatures is 

significantly smaller as the number of dominant creatures in previous experiments with 2 energy 

replenished, roughly the number Random Chance was able to sustain in Wolf-1. This balances out 

with energy replenishments of 5 or greater. 
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Figure 4.4.3.4a: 2 wolf types competing, 2 energy per cell, 1 bug per cell and type. Fungus Eater 
dominates Subsumption. Fungus Eater is very slow in building up a population, where 

Subsumption, which usually was a slowly evolving routine as well cannot find a good routine. 
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Figure 4.4.3.4b: 2 wolf types competing, 5 energy per cell, 1 bug per cell and type. The pattern 

observed remains largely the same. Rise in Fungus Eater Wolves happens faster as in Figure 

4.4.3.4a, but still slow. Subsumption does not benefit from energy rich simulations. 
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4.4.3.5 Competitive Experiment: Wolf 5 

This final experiment is intended to demonstrate that the worst wolf type in all competitive 

experiments, Subsumption wolf, can sustain a stable population if left alone. This experiment is 

very similar to Mixed Experiment 3. The Number of Subsumption Wolves has been increased to 

the sum of wolves in Experiment 4.4.3.4. 

Bug distribution set-up: 

Bug Type Rd.Chance Subsump. Affect Logic Rand.Chance 
Grass Wolf Sheep Sheep 

initial 10000 700 1000 1000 
number 

Distribution Even Random Random Random 

Table 4.4.3.5: Bug distribution for Competitve Experiment Wolf 5. 

Subsumption wolves die out with energy replenishment of 1, and almost die out with energy 

replenishment of 2 to 5. Only very few Subsumption wolves survive, but the survivors can grow 

very old, even surviving the entire run time of the simulation. 
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Figure 4.4.3.5: Subsumption Wolves stabilizes on a very low level. 

This did not change for 50.000 iterations in 20 repetitions of the experiment. However, similar 

patterns of Subsumption brain populations have been observed in sheep for a while and suddenly 

changed dramatically. The concurrent goals of a large population size and long lasting populations 

seem to be not well addressable with the Subsumption brain approach. 
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5 Conclusions 

5.1 General results 

Wolf, Sheep and Grass can form a stabilizing population over millions of time steps under certain 

prerequisites for all 3 brain models investigated. Stable population structures also evolve with 

BU Gs using the Random Chance benchmarking approach, but do not evolve with the Randomizing 

brain. The number of living bugs of each type grows and shrinks in sinus curve intervals in all 4 

successful methodologies once a stable equilibrium has been reached. 
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Figure 5.1: A sample experiment showing Lotka-Voltarra curves, sheep in blue, wolves in red 

The number of sustained BUGs largely differs for the specific brain types. A detailed analysis can 

be found below. 
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The configuration of the BUGs needs to be taken into account when running experiments. A good 

mixture of all actions needs to be found by a BUG in order to be successful. This can be achieved 

through a good plan in the Affect Logic modes, through a good plan or useful urges in the Fungus 

Eater approach, but only through a clever usage of sensor input for the Subsumption Model brain. 

Therefore a larger number of sensors with well-defined bounds is crucial to the success of 

Subsumption Model BUGs, but not that important to Fungus Eater or Affect Logic BUGs. Sensors 

are not relevant at all to Random Chance BUGs, these greatly outperform Subsumption Model 

BUGs when only a few sensors with a small variety in sensor readings are provided. 

Stable populations were never observed when bugs could not change their behavior through 

learning, but only through evolution. Allowing a small random chance to adapt the decision 

making process might be seen as an illegal trick, but is nothing more than a dramatic increase in 

the searched space. The same could be achieved by increasing the size of the graph and the 

number of initial BUGs. Learning was chosen to keep the simulation small and thus making it 

possible to run a reasonable amount of experiments. Learning works the very same way as 

evolution, using the same methods in the program code. Learning was successful for all BUGs 

when adapting routines took place after 2% of the actions chosen. Stable populations were also 

not observed when energy caps inside the creatures were reduced, especially wolves die out 

quickly within such a set up. The factors changeable in the set-up of experiments are energy 

initially provided to each type of bug and the amount of energy replenished per cell and turn. As 

energy available grows more sparse, survival becomes more complicated and BUGS need to be 

adapted better to the structure of the universe and the simulation. 
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5.2 Extinction 

Creatures can grow extinct independent from the decision making approach used. Extinction 

happens when the number of predators and prey leave their stable cycle beyond a point where 

the normalizing effect of Lotka-Voltarra rule #3 is sufficient to re-establish an equilibrium. 

Extinction can start with the numbers of any creature, predator or prey, growing too small or too 

large. Extinction is of higher risk when numbers of creatures reach an average minimum close to 

0 or oscillation amplitude is generally large. Extinction of prey leads to extinction of predators. 

The purely quantitative aspect of Lotka-Voltarra cycles does not hold information about the BUG 

distribution on the graph or about the qualitative state of the creatures (e.g. its energy levels), 

thus a seemingly stable population can still perish. A sample of extinction can be seen in the 

graphic below: 

Figure 5.2: Both creatures grow extinct: blue creatures (prey) die out, leaving no way of survival 
for red creatures (predators) 
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In this experiment wolf were successful in hunting down sheep leading to very few sheep for a 

significant period of time (steps 500- 800). This food shortage led to wolf population shrinking far 

below the average depression size (steps 850 - 900), allowing sheep to prosper and grow a large 

population (step 1050). This large population led to very many wolves (step 1150) and for this 

reason sheep could no longer outrun the wolves, leading to quick extinction. Note that the 

simulation had shown a Lotka-Voltarra cycle 15 times before leading to extinction. 

Extinction can occur when energy provided is either too high or too low. With too much energy 

in the system, predators become dominant and hunt down all prey, leading to extinction of both 

types as in the image above. Providing too low energy typically sustains some prey, but predators 

can no longer find enough of them to assure survival, thus with too low energy prey survives in 

small numbers and predators grow extinct. 

5.3 Discussion of Results 

Keeping the idea in mind that creatures have a more sophisticated routine the higher they are in 

the food chain, the performance of the Random Chance Brain in grass type BU Gs is not surprising. 

Energy becomes replenished automatically, thus a high chance for eat with mediocre chances for 

reproduction and occasional turning or sleeping is a strategy almost never misleading. The brains 

trying to determine a more clever routine adapted to the local situation don't have too many 

problems to solve, and those bothered by survival through energy intake don't reproduce quickly, 

giving a significant advantage to the Random Chance Brain. The very complex and in general 

unsolved problem of multi-criteria optimization (survive for yourself and spread out offsprings) 
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cannot be approached well by the models used in the sophisticated BUGs, but seems to be fairly 

well tackled by a Random Chance Brain that has both options available with a good factor 

combination. 

The static universe might as well have some effect favoring the Random Chance Brain; at least it 

would be possible to have plans, modes, rule sets or urges stored for several different situations 

where the Random Chance Brain would have to completely modify its probabilities to adapt. This 

needs to be investigated further when SOCIAL is capable of dynamic universes. 

The performance of the Subsumption Brain outperforming Random Chance Brains in the very long 

run in grass type BUGs is also not surprising. Subsumption is the less advanced model among the 

emotion based routines and thus in theory the most suitable one for lower level creatures. Both 

Affect Logic and Fungus Eater are derived from modeling human behavior, which is clearly far 

beyond the abilities of a grass type BUG. 

The good performance of the Random Chance Brain in sheep type BU Gs is more surprising. Having 

to address the more complex problem of localizing grass and having the need to move around the 

universe to survive, it seems surprising that utilizing sensor input in any kind still is not beneficial. 

The second place obtained by Affect Logic sheep in experiments with no Random Chance sheep 

is expectable as Affect Logic brains are more complex than Subsumption brains but less complex 

than Fungus Eater brains and thus seems suitable for prey creatures. 
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The butterfly effect making Subsumption Brain sheep dominant observed twice throughout the 

series of sheep experiments remains an unanswered question. It occurred once when Random 

Chance sheep were shrinking in numbers with a less than average amount of food available, thus 

with low amount of energy stored in the Random Chance sheep. The low internal energy puts 

additional pressure on the Random Chance sheep helping to turn the tide and form a new 

equilibrium. Both occurrences were at a point in time when behavior of the BUGs was turning 

from the post-initial expansion strategy focusing on reproduction to a more energy efficient 

sustaining strategy mixing eat and sleep. 

The high success of Random Chance throughout the experiments carried out on wolves and sheep 

feeds the conclusion that SOCIAL does not feature a significant complexity demanding 

sophisticated sensing, planning or decision making. Several ideas to increase complexity and 

provide additional problems to solve are suggested in the outlook. The need for a more complex 

environment goes along with von Braitenbergs observation that seemingly complex behavior can 

stem from simple machinery [vBraitenberg1984]. 

Energy replenishment seems to have very little effect on the population structure as long as 

sufficient energy is provided. BUG types showing superior with few energy provided also show 

superior with more energy provided. BUG types that suffer from extinction or can only grow a 

small amount of creatures can grow larger populations in simulations with more energy only when 

they are not pressurized by other BUG types competing for the same resources. This observation 

needs to be double checked when some suggestions mentioned in the outlook will be integrated 

into the experiments, especially since dynamics in energy availability and setting action cost 
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according to Kleiber's law might prove that different energy replenishment can lead to different 

outcomes. 

The incredibly poor performance of the Subsumption Brain throughout most experiments 

combined with the very good performance in some experiments might be rooted in the structure 

of sensors. Performance of Subsumption Brain was even poorer with less sensors provided and 

might greatly benefit from evolving sensors. 

Mixed brain type experiments feed the theory that even with very much energy provided the 

entire graph cannot be filled with predators. No setup was able to fill in more than roughly a third 

of the graph. 
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6 Outlook 

SOCIAL still has some problems in its structure and some limitations that prevent more meaningful 

experiments. This section intends to name some of them to help clearing the way to better 

software. 

Measuring Cost 

Experiments might be more profound when parameters are shifted to fit real life examples better. 

This should especially be done where biological evidence reveals general patterns as Kleiber's Law 

[Kleiber1947]. The age of the BUG can be taken into account both for power availability and for 

cost invoked. 

Additional Problems 

To enhance the complicatedness of survival and thus force the BUGs to develop more 

sophisticated routine or model graphs should feature dynamic changes. Examples are introduced 

in [Toda1982]. 
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Decision making will be a more complex problem when the number of executable powers and 

thus the number of choices increases. Michael Francis is currently working on communication 

powers, allowing both direct communication between BUGs and stigmergic change in the graph. 

Reproduction can be done sexually, which seems to be a superior concept in nature, particularly 

for sophisticated lifeforms that develop conscious reasoning in any kind. Sexual reproduction 

includes the problem of finding a mate. Offsprings could be forced to grow for some time, 

including the need to be fed by the parent. 

Object Localization 

Sensing and localizing other objects as well as directed motion are complex processes on a graph 

structure. The sensors currently available in SOCIAL cannot precisely determine where an object 

of distance> 1 is located, but can only trace its distance. Thus, a brain equipped with a variety of 

sensors to track other creatures is not in a good advantage over a brain not utilizing sensors at all. 

A better sensing concept should be beneficial. A different concept of movement along the graph 

might be useful as well, e.g. a power "jump" directly moving you into the node of a tracked object. 

Running experiments on grid-graphs or other fixed graph structures only can provide a 

computationally fast method of localizing objects and planning a way to get there, but limits the 

experiments from arbitrary graphs to these structures. 
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Evolutionary Sensors 

The evolutionary change of mutation is only applied to brains so far, but not to sensors and 

powers. It is questionable if powers should be subject to mutation, changing the core of the power 

(e.g. "eat" suddenly moves you three steps) or creating powers that combine or mix up basic tasks 

would probably be not a good idea, and adapting costs through mutation will always tend to lower 

costs to any lower bound in the program, denying the need for a clever decision making process. 

Sensors should undergo mutational change. The number of categories the sensor returns as well 

as the position of the bounds is pre-defined and fixed. This should be changed to randomly chosen 

and dynamically adapted bounds and categories. 

Integrating these concepts will make survival more complicated, which might show that the more 

sophisticated decision making models are superior to random choice. This needs to be 

researched. The hunt for a ghost in the machine might prove to be unsuccessful for a long period 

of time. The author believes the philosophical problem is intractable and cannot be solved by 

applying methodologies of a computer engineer. 
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